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10 kV DC Resistive Divider Calibration NISTIR 5566

Abstract

A calibration method for a 10 kV dc ratio divider was developed. The method uses a high-
precision digital voltmeter, at the 10 V level, to establish a 10:1 voltage ratio for each decade of
the resistive divider and combines these results to obtain an overall voltage ratio of 10 000:1. The
linearity of the voltmeter was checked using a Josephson-array voltage standard. The overall
ratio agreed with measurements made at 10kV using a Park-type divider to within the uncertainty
limits.

INTRODUCTION

Background

A resistive ratio standard for dc input voltages up to 10 kV was designed and built at the
National Bureau of Standards (now the National Institute of Standards and Technology [NIST])
in 19751. The divider was constructed using three tapped resistor decades and a Kelvin-Varley
circuit for the lowest two decades (Fig 1). The resistors, wound on cards, were surrounded by
a guard circuit using similar-valued resistors to provide equipotential shields for each resistor
card. The whole assembly was immersed in a temperature-controlled oil bath for insulation and
ambient temperature control. At each node, the junction of the divider resistors and the junction
of the corresponding guard resistors, respectively, were connected to the inner and outer
conductors of a British Post Office-type (BPO) coaxial connector. Desired voltage ratios could
be selected by appropriate connections to the nodes in the resistance network and the Kelvin-
Varley divider.

The high-voltage divider was originally built for an absolute volt experiment and has not been
in use for several years. Current interest in establishing a medium high-voltage dc divider
calibration capability (10 kV to 1 kV) prompted a decision to put the existing 1975
resistive-divider standard back into service. In preparation for the resumption of calibrations of
dividers in this voltage range submitted to NIST by customers, the standard itself needed to be
recalibrated. The following describes the steps taken and the results obtained in the recalibration.

Calibration Method

In the original construction of the divider, materials had been selected that had resistors with
small voltage and temperature coefficients to ensure stability. By using the same materials for
all resistors, the stability of the ratio is further enhanced because external influences, such as
temperature or applied voltage, will ~fect the resistances in proportion to their values and thus

C. B. Childers, R. F. Dziuba, L. H. Lee, "A Resistive Ratio Standard for Measuring Direct Voltages to 10
kV," IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurements, IM-25, No.4, December 1976.
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leave the ratio substantially unchanged. It is possible, therefore, to calibrate the divider at low
voltage and make only spot checks at rated voltage. The divider consist of a string of nine
resistors with nominal resistance values of 2 MQ each for the upper decade, 200 ill for the
second decade, and 20 ill for the third decade, respectively (Fig. 1). The tenth 'member' of
each decade string is the equivalent resistance of the resistor network of all the lower valued
resistors. The lowest (fourth) divider decade is composed of a Kelvin-Varley divider using 2 ill
individual resistors and a shunt to make its input resistance a nominal 20 ill (Fig. 2a and 2b).
The most significant two digits of the Kelvin-Varley divider are selected using short, shielded
(coaxial) jumper cables equipped with BPO connectors at each end. The remaining three digits
can be selected by ten-position rotary switches. During the calibration tests described here, all
switches were left in the zero position.

At the time the divider was built, a bootstrap calibration procedure using bridge circuits was used
to establish the resistance ratios. The bridge measurements use sensitive dc detectors which can
be susceptible to stray noise and ac pick-up. At the present time, using the bootstrap method
with an available commercial bridge circuit yielded uncertainties for each resistor comparison of
at least 1 x 10-6caused by electrical noise and induced parasitic ac signals, particularly when
checking the 2 MQ resistors. Since the uncertainties would accumulate at each step of the ratio
determination, the overall uncertainty would have been unacceptably high.

An alternate method using a high-resolution digital-voltmeter provides a better way to obtain
results. The voltmeter automatically averages readings to reduce noise and power-line induced
disturbances and is sufficiently linear to establish accurate voltage ratios of ten-to-one. Higher
ratios then can be determined by partitioning the divider and combining the measured ratios from
each section.

Using the digital-voltmeter method, the determination of the divider ratio is carried out at low
voltage. The ten-to-one ratios of the highest four decades of the divider are measured in turn, and
by multiplying the intermediate results, a corrected value for the nominal ratio of 10 000 to 1 can
be computed. As a cross check, the divider can then be compared at the rated operating voltage
with a Park-type high-voltage divider. The high-voltage comparison uses the same bridge
configuration that is employed for routine calibrations of customer-owned dividers.

Low-Voltage Calibration

A precision temperature controlled, Zener-stabilized voltage source with a nominal output of 10
V serves as the supply across the ratio resistors. A stabilized source is desirable to obtain
consistent readings and lower electrical noise. To maintain sufficient resolution in the voltmeter
readings, the measured ratios are kept at 10:1 or less for each determination. To get a ratio of
1000:1, the divider has to be calibrated in stages, and the resistor decades provide a convenient
choice for such stages.

4
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With the voltage source connected across each stage of the divider, four sets of dc-voltage
readings are taken to determine the actual ratio of each decade. For both negative and positive
polarity of the voltage source, readings are then taken across the whole of the decade stage and
across the section connected between the chosen divider tap and the common terminal, with the
tap usually one tenth of the decade.

For each measurement, the digital voltmeter is programmed to average ten readings spaced over
an integral number of cycles of the power-line frequency to reduce any effects of induced 60 Hz
voltages. A manually operated rotary switch is used to select the polarity of the dc source and
the voltmeter connection either across the whole or the tapped section of the resistor decade. The
standard deviation and variation from minimum to maximum of each set of digital voltmeter
readings are calculated in real time and displayed so that unusually noisy readings could be
detected and remeasured. At the completion of the four sets of digital voltmeter readings, the
ratio of the divider section under test is computed from the measurements. The result is expressed
in terms of the deviation (in parts in 106)from the nominal ratio. The overall ratio is calculated
by combining the corrected ratios for each stage.2

Calibration of the Digital Voltmeter

Since the ratio determination depended critically on the linearity of the digital voltmeter, a
thorough calibration of the voltmeter was undertaken by comparing the voltmeter readings with
a series of voltage levels available from a 10 V Josephson-junction voltage standard over a ten-to-
one range. Applying this calibration to each of the four stages in the determination of the
10 000 V/1 V ratio, the lack of perfect linearity added a total additional uncertainty of only 1.5
parts-per-million (ppm). This is of the same order of magnitude as the uncertainty in the ratio
determination and certainly much smaller than the uncertainty of the ratio intercomparison using
the Park-resistor divider. Frequent recalibration of the voltmeter, therefore, does not appear to
be necessary.

CALmRATION PROCEDURE FOR DIVIDER DECADES

Equipment Configuration

The divider resistors are immersed in a temperature controlled, stirred oil bath. Four Peltier
heating and cooling units are built into the oil bath wall. The current to the series-connected

2
The calibration of the digital voltmeter against a Josephson Array were canied out by Richard Steiner ofNIST. The
calibration data are included in Appendix C.
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Peltier units is supplied by a programmable current source controlled from an IBM3 compatible
personal computer (PC). Four thermistors immersed in the oil bath provide the temperature input
for the control program.

The moveable relay rack containing the computer, current source, and thermistor control circuit
also houses the precision voltage source, digital voltmeter, and voltmeter switch selector. The
voltmeter readings are controlled from a separate desktop, laboratory computer.

Voltmeter Circuit

To determine the ten-to-one ratio of the most significant decade of the divider, the stabilized 10
V supply is connected to the "10 kV" and the "0 V" terminals. These two terminals form the top
and bottom connection of the divider. Both the stabilized power supply and the digital voltmeter
are connected to the resistor network through a switch box (see Fig. 3). A set of leads connects
the supply voltage to the polarity reversing switch and a second set links the switch to the
divider. A third set of leads connects the switch to the digital voltmeter. The leads to the
voltmeter are wound on a coaxial choke to reduce common-mode ac signals as explained below.
Two more sets of leads make connections between the divider and the digital voltmeter. One pair,
the "A" leads, are connected to the divider in parallel with the supply leads, the other pair, the
"B" leads, are connected to the "1 kV" and "0 V" terminals. These terminals form the 'output'
of the fIrst decade of the divider under test.

The source impedance the voltmeter sees is dependent on the selector switch position. When
measuring the drop across the e~tire decade ("A" position of the switch), the source impedance
seen by the digital voltmeter is low because it is essentially that of the voltage supply. However,
when the voltmeter is connected to the "output" terminals of the resistor chain of the highest
decade ("B" position of the switch), the source impedance is just slightly less than 2 MO. The
"B" readings, therefore, tend to be noisier than the "A" readings for measurements of the upper
decades of the divider. On the lower decades, the difference in source impedance between the "A"
and "B" configurations is proportionally less pronounced.

To reduce common-mode ac signals, the shielded, twisted pair of leads to the voltmeter input
terminals are wound (-22 turns) through a toroidal high-permeability core to form a "coaxial
choke." This choke provides a low-impedance circuit for the signal and return leads, because the
magnetic induction is cancelled, but represents a relatively high-impedance path for external,
common-mode ac currents.

3
Throughout this report, commercial instruments are identified by manufacturer and model number only to describe
the experiment. This does not imply an endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does
it imply that the equipment mentioned is necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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The switch that selects the polarity and divider tap connections is a ganged, four-position,
multicontact, low-thermal switch. It connects the input of the digital voltmeter across either the
whole or part of the string of resistors and also controls the polarity of the applied voltage. For
the test, it is rotated sequentially to each of the four settings, A+, A-, B+, B- in any desired order.
At each switch position, a series of voltage readings is recorded under computer control after the
letter designation of the selected switch position has been entered through the keyboard.

Data acquisition program

The voltmeter used for these calibration measurements is a Hewlett-Packard 34558A Multimeter.
The meter can be programmed to take a chosen number of readings over a period defined by a
given number of power-line cycles. Because of the integrating mode of operation, effects due
to power-line ripple will be largely compensated. Built-in mathematical functions calculate the
standard deviation and the high and low limits of each set of data. The external computer
program displays the measured values and calculates the mean. For successive sets of readings
on the same data point, the program stores the mean value and standard deviation of the current
set of data as well as the mean of a set of previously recorded data having the lowest standard
deviation. The software driving the voltmeter operation is programmed to accept a set of
readings automatically if the standard deviation is less than or equal to one part per million. If
the standard deviation is greater, the voltmeter will continue taking further sets of data. The
operator can override this process (with key Kl or K2 on the Hewlett-Packard Model 85
computer) by accepting the current set of data or that with the lowest standard deviation. A
printed record is kept of the "override" and the mean and standard deviation of the set of data
that is accepted.

Readings of the voltage drops across the whole decade resistor chain and across the selected
portion of the resistors are taken with both positive and negative polarities. Combining the
averages of corresponding readings of opposite polarity (e.g., switch positions "A+","A-" and
"B+", "B-" ) tends to reduce the effects of small voltage offsets in the voltmeter circuit. From
the averages of the four sets of voltmeter readings the desired ratio of the decade resistor string
is calculated and recorded as a numerical ratio and as a correction (in ppm) to the nominal ratio
selected {e.g., 10+(correction x 10-6)}.

A similar procedure is followed for the three lower decades, by connecting the "A" leads to the
"1 kV" and "0 V" terminals and the "B" leads to the "100 V" and "0 V" terminals, and continuing
with the pairs of

"100 V" - "0 V" : "10 V" - "0 V",
"10 V" - "0 V" : " 1 V" - "0 V"

terminal connections. The overall ratio (or ratio correction) is then computed by combining the
. resultsfrom all the decaderatio determinations.If the dividerneedsto be calibratedfor applied
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voltages below 10 kV, the highest decade ratio can be chosen to match the nominal applied
voltage.

Temperature Control

The resistors of the voltage divider are immersed in a cylindrical oil bath equipped with a stirring
device at the bottom center. The stirrer is driven by an external motor coupled through a belt
to a pulley and shaft protruding from the bottom of the bath. The motor is located at one comer
of a square support table so that the heat generated by the motor does not affect the temperature
of the oil.

The oil bath has several functions: To insulate the high-voltage parts of the circuit, to prevent
flash-overs and corona discharges, and to stabilize the temperature of the resistors forming the
divider. Heating and cooling of the oil in the bath is accomplished with four Peltier units spaced
evenly around the circumference of the metal enclosure. The Peltier units are powered from a
programmable dc power supply that is computer controlled. Four thermistors are inserted into the
oil through openings in the acrylic top cover of the bath.

The thermistors are connected to a control unit that can be programmed to scan the thermistor
resistances and convert them into bus-compatible numerical readouts in degrees Celsius (or
Fahrenheit). A computer is programmed to interrogate the thermistor control unit periodically,
average the measured temperatures, and compare the average to a reference temperature. If the
average measured temperature is less than the reference, then the programmable dc power supply
is set to send current through the.Peltier units in a direction that will supply heat to the oil in the
bath. If the average measured temperature is greater than the reference, the direction of current
from the power supply is reversed so that the Peltier units will cool the oil. At each transition
between heating and cooling commands, the power supply is turned off for one cycle between
thermistor interrogations.

Since the thermistors are immersed in the main oil bath, the heat capacity of the oil will cause
considerable thermal inertia. A response to a simple on-off control would result in significant
temperature overshoot because of the thermal inertia. To obtain better control, the reference
temperature is modulated with a waveform which is close to triangular. This results in a band
of proportional control near the desired setpoint temperature. The reference temperature
modulation is implemented in the control software with an algorithm based on a theoretical model
and subsequent empirical adjustment of the amplitude and period of the quasi-triangular wave.

With the temperature-control algorithm developed, the standard deviation between successive runs
was found to be 0.01 °c or less. Between days, the temperature at the set point could be
reproduced to within :to.OS°C.

8
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The computer program provides a color-coded bar-graph representation of the average and
reference temperatures and indicates whether the quantities are increasing or decreasing by a
change in color and by arrows pointing in the appropriate direction. The bar graph display
alternates with the numerical display of the latest thermistor readings and average temperature,
as well as extremes of the temperature fluctuations. Useful voltage ratio measurements can be
performed while the average temperature is within a :t 0.1 °C interval around the setpoint. By
changing the color of the text on the screen (from yellow to white), extra emphasis is given that
the workingtemperaturerange has been attained.4

Calibration Data

The following tables, Tables 1 through 5, list the data obtained in measuring the ten-to-one ratios
of the divider decades on various dates. The tables are arranged by date and list the most
significant resistor decade fIrst. Tables 6 and 7 summarize the ratio corrections calculated for
each decade (Table 6) and the overall 10 000:1 ratio (Table 7).

4
An annotated listing of the BASIC program is given in Appendix B.
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Table 1, RESULTS OF THE LOW-VOLTAGE CALmRATION (December 1, 1993)

10 kV to 1 V Ratio Calibration Using the Digital-Voltmeter Method

Corrections to the Nominal 10:1 Ratio:

1 Dec 93 DVM Connections: 10 kV/1 kV10V

1 Dec 93 DVM Connections: 10 VII V10 V

11:56 am Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

+7.9 x 10-6
+7.6

+10.2
+8.6

1.42

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

24.491 °C
24.485
24.481
24.49

0.011

Overall Ratio =
standard deviation:

10000.007 Correction:
6.90 X 10-6

+0.7 X 10-6

Overall average temperature: 24.490 :t:0.038 °C

10

11:27 am Run 1; correction: +0.7 x 10-6 Oil Temperature: 24.484 °C
Run 2; correction: +3.9 Oil Temperature: 24.483
Run 3; correction: +1.1 Oil Temperature: 24.496

Avg. Ratio Correction: +1.9 Avg. Temperature: 24.49
Std. Dev.: 1.74 0.007

1 Dec 93 DVM Connections: 1 kV/I00 V/O V

11:37 am Run 1; correction: -8.0 x 10-6 Oil Temperature: 24.494°C
Run 2; correction: -7.9 Oil Temperature: 24.491
Run 3; correction: -8.8 Oil Temperature: 24.497
Avg. Ratio Correction: -8.2 Avg. Temperature: 24.49
Std. Dev.: 0.49 0.008

1 Dec 93 DVM Connections: 100 VII 0 V10V

11:45 am Run 1; correction: -1.5 x 10-6 Oil Temperature: 24.499 °C
Run 2; correction: -1.7 Oil Temperature: 24.495
Run 3; correction: -1.6 Oil Temperature: 24.488
Avg. Ratio Correction: -1.6 Avg. Temperature: 24.49
Std. Dev.: 0.10 0.010



Table 2, RESULTS OF THE LOW-VOLTAGE CALIBRATION (December 3,1993)

10 kV to 1 V Ratio Calibration Using the Digital Voltmeter Method

Corrections to the Nominal 10:1 Ratio:

3 Dec 93 DVM Connections: 10 kV/l kV/O V

11:43 am Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

-3.3 x 10-6
-1.9
-2.5
-2.6
0.70

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

3 Dec 93 DVM Connections: 1 kV/I00 V/O V

11:37 am Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

-8.3 x 10-6
-8.0
-8.1
-8.1
0.15

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

3 Dec 93 DVM Connections: 100 VII 0 V10V

11:31 am Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

-2.3 x 10-6
-2.1
-2.2
-2.2
0.10

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

3 Dec 93 DVM Connections: 10 VII V10V

110:25 am Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

+9.0 x 10-6
+8.7
+8.7
+8.8

0.17

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

Overall Ratio =
3 x standard deviation

9999.959 Correction:
23.0 x 10-6

Overall average temperature: 24.526 :t:0.025 °C

11

24.528 °C
24.521
24.517
24.52
0.008

24.520 °C
24.516
24.522
24.52

0.006

24.533 °C
24.533
24.528
24.53

0.005

24.535 °C
24.530
24.527
24.53

0.004

-4.1 X 10-6



10 kV to 1 V Ratio Calibration using the DVM Method

Table 3, RESULTS OF THE LOW-VOLTAGE CALmRATION (May 1994)

10 kV to 1 kV Ratio Calibration Using the Digital Voltmeter Method

Corrections to the Nominal 10:1 Ratio:

20-23 May 94 DVM Connections: 10 kV/l kV/O V

Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

+24.2 X 10-6Avg. Temperature:
1.1

24.566 °C
0.066

12
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Table 4, RESULTS OF THE LOW-VOLTAGE CALffiRATION (June 4, 1994)

10 kV to 1 V Ratio Calibration Using the Digital Voltmeter Method

Corrections to the Nominal 10:1 Ratio:

1 Jun 94 DVM Connections: 10 kV/l kV/OV

13

11:00 am Run 1; correction: +26.4 x 10-6 Oil Temperature: 24.564 °C

11:02 am Run 2; correction: +24.1 Oil Temperature: 24.552

2: 16 pm Run 3; correction: -1.3 Oil Temperature: 24.582

2:19 pm Run 4; correction: +0.5 Oil Temperature: 24.574

Avg. Ratio Correction: +12.4 Avg. Temperature: 24.568
Std. Dev.: 14.86 0.013

1 Jun 94 DVM Connections: 1 kV/IOOV/O V

11:05 am Run 1; correction: +11.8 x 10-6 Oil Temperature: 24.549 °C

11:07 am Run 2; correction: +11.3 Oil Temperature: 24.555

2:14 pm Run 3; correction: -6.3 Oil Temperature: 24.571

2:22 pm Run 4; correction: -6.7 Oil Temperature: 24.578

Avg. Ratio Correction: +2.53 Avg. Temperature: 24.563
Std. Dev.: 10.42 0.014

1 Jun 94 DVM Connections: 100 VII 0 V10V

11:09 am Run 1; correction: +2.5 x 10-6 Oil Temperature: 24.567 °C

11:12 am Run 2; correction: +2.5 Oil Temperature: 24.568

2:12 pm Run 3; correction: -0.2 Oil Temperature: 24.577

2:24 pm Run 4; correction: -0.1 Oil Temperature: 24.574

Avg. Ratio Correction: +1.18 Avg. Temperature: 24.572
Std. Dev.: 1.53 0.005



Table 4, RESULTS OF THE LOW-VOLTAGE CALmRATION (June 4, 1994)
continued

11:18 am
11:19 am
2:08 pm
2:26 pm

1 Jun 94 DVM Connections: 10 V/1 V/0 V

Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Run 4; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

+6.3 x 10-6
+6.2
+7.1
+4.0
+5.90

1.33

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

24.584 °C
24.586
24.579
24.574
24.581

0.005

Overall Ratio = 10000.219 Correction:
3 x standard deviation: 54.79 X 10-6

+21.91 X 10-6

Overall average temperature: 24.571 :1:0.008 °C

14



Table 5, RESULTS OF THE LOW-VOLTAGE CALIBRATION (August 8, 1994)

10 kV to 1 V Ratio Calibration Using the Digital Voltmeter Method

Corrections to the Nominal 10:1 Ratio:

8 Aug 94 DVM Connections: 10 kV/l kV/OV

-1.44 x 10-611:30 am Run 1; correction:
°C

2:57 pm
3:00 pm

Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

-1.47
-0.33
-1.08
0.65

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

8 Aug 94 DVM Connections: 1 kV/I00 V/O V

11:35 am
11:36 am
2:53 pm
2:55 pm

11:41 am
11:42 am
2:48 pm
2:50 pm

11:45 am
11:47 am
2:36 pm
2:37pm

Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Run 4; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

-7.86xl 0-6
-8.33
-6.62
-6.85
-7.42
0.81

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

8 Aug 94 DVM Connections: 100 VII 0 V10V

Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Run 4; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

-1.52 xl 0-6
-1.56
-0.41
-0.44
-0.98
0.64

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

8 Aug 94 DVM Connections: 10 VII V10V

Run 1; correction:
Run 2; correction:
Run 3; correction:
Run 4; correction:
Avg. Ratio Correction:
Std. Dev.:

+2.77 xl0-6
+2.77
+4.26
+4.08
+3.47

0.81

Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Oil Temperature:
Avg. Temperature:

Oil Temperaturi:4557

24.560
24.571
24.563
0.007

24.593 °C
24.602
24.572
24.566
24.583
0.017

24.594 °C
24.585
24.561
24.567
24.577

0.015

24.567°C
24.555
24.566
24.567
24.564 °C

0.006

Overall Ratio = 9999.940 Correction: -6.01 X 10-6
3 x standard deviation: 4.39 X 10-6

Overall average temperature: 24.571:1:0.008 0C

15



Table 6, RATIO DETERMINATION SUMMARY

Comparison of Ratios by Resistor Decade

Date Correction to the Nominal Ratio Oil Bath Temperature

DVM Connections: 10 kV/l kV/OV

DVM Connections: 1 kV/I00 V/O V

01 Dee 93 -8.2 :t:O.49x 10-6 24.49 :t:O.008 °C

3 Dee 93 -8.1 :t:O.15x 10-6 24.52 :t:O.006 °C

1 Joo 94 +2.53:tl0.42x 10-6 24.563:t0.014 °C

8 Aug 94 -7.42:t:O.81 x 10-6 24.583:t0.017 °C

DVM Connections: 100 VII 0 V10V

DVM Connections: 10 VII V10V

1 Dee 93 +8.6 :tl.42 x 10-6 24.49 :to.Oll °C

3 Dee 93 +8.8 :t:O.17 x 10-6 24.53 :to.004 °C

1 Joo 94 +5.90:t1.33 x 10-6 24.581:t0.005 °C

8 Aug 94 +3.47:t0.81 x 10-6 24.564:t0.006 °C

16

1 Dee 93 + 1.9 :t1.74 x 10-6 24.49 :to.007 °C

3 Dee 93 -2.6 :to.70 x 10-6 24.52 :to.008 °C

20-23 May 94 +24.2 :t1.10 x 10-6 24.566:t:O.066 °C

1 Joo 94 +12.4:t14.86 x 10-6 24.568:t:O.013 °C

8 Aug 94 -1.08:t:O.65 x 10-6 . 24.563:t:O.007°C

1 Dee 93 -1.6 :to.10 x 10-6 24.49 :to.Ol0 °C

3 Dee 93 -2.2 :t:O.l0x 10-6 24.53 :to.005 °C

1 Joo 94 +1.18:t1.53 x 10-6 24.572:t0.005 °C

8 Aug 94 -0.98:t:O.64x 10-6 24.577:t0.015 °C
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Table 7, RATIO DETERMINATION SUMMARY

Overall Ratio :I: 3 Standard Deviations.

Date Actual ratio Correction to the nominal ratio x 106

17

1 Dee 93 10 000.007 +0.7:f:6.90

3 Dee 93 9 999.959 -4.1:t2.23

1 Jun 94 10 000.208 +20. 83:f:54.79

8 Aug 94 9 999.940 -6.01:t4.39

Mean (excluding data from May and June 94) -3.1:t4.9
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

Low-Voltage Calibration (Table 1 to Table 7)

The computed ratio corrections have a mean value of (-3.1:t4.9) x 10-6to the nominal ratio of
10 000:1 if the readings taken in May and June 1994 are excluded. Both the June '94 readings
and the partial ratio determinations in May of that year give a result that differs from the mean
by more than four times the standard deviation. In addition, the uncertainty of the June result
is almost ten times greater than any of the other uncertainties. The exact cause of this large
uncertainty has not been established. The observed anomaly could be attributed to excessive
electrical noise due either to outside interference through the power line, or to improper
grounding of the oil bath enclosure or shielding of the sensing leads. As a precaution, the wiring
was partially reworked before the next set of readings were taken. Because of the large
discrepancy of the results in May and June from those obtained earlier and later, it seemed
reasonable to assume that they were an artifact of the measuring system rather than a real change
in the resistance ratios. They were, therefore, excluded from the overall results. The remainder
of the results fall well within the estimated statistical uncertainty and differ from the nominal
ratio by about 5 x 10-6.

Over the eight-month period from December 1993to August 1994no statistically significant drift
in the calibration could be detected. The time needed to perform a recalibration using the digital
voltmeter method is approximately one work day including the time required for the oil bath to
reach operating temperature.

Comparison with the Park Vo.ItageDivider (Table 8)

The intercomparlson with the Park resistors is carried out by means of a manually adjusted bridge
circuit using the both the Park divider and the 10 kV divider in parallel, each adjusted for a
nominal 10 000 to 1 ratio. The high-voltage side of the Park divider consists of three sections
in series of 100 MQ each, while the low-voltage section is composed of three nominal 10 kQ
resistors in series with an adjustable resistor. The low-voltage section is part of the bridge circuit
used for the intercomparison. The measurements were made with 10 kV applied to the high-
voltage terminals of the dividers.

To compare the two dividers, the one-volt taps of the 10 kV divider is connected as one input
to the bridge and the 10 kQ sections in series with an adjustable resistor forms the low-voltage
end of the Park divider. Setting the adjustable resistor effectively changes the ratio of the Park
divider until the bridge detector indicates a null. The actual ratio of the Park divider can then
be inferred from the resistance setting. The sensitivity of this arrangement allows the ratio to
be adjusted in steps of about 7 x 10-6. The data from measurements made on several days varied
over a range of 40 x 10-6and with a standard deviation of 8.9 x 10-6.
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The three configurations referred to as "A," "B," and "C," in the table of results correspond to
the use of three, two, or one section (100 MQ) of the Park divider and correspondingly three,
two, or one 10 ill resistors in the lower leg of the divider. The values obtained do not show a
significant dependence on the configuration.

Averaging the data from both the 10kV divider and the Park divider shows that the ratio values
agree to within the uncertainties stated in the tables and are very close to the nominal ratio of
10 000:1. The bridge comparison is sensitive to ground impedance and care has to be taken use
the shortest possible ground connections. However, the ground impedance cannot be completely
eliminated and thus contributes to the measurement uncertainty.

CONCLUSIONS

A 10 kV dc divider consisting of resistor networks immersed in a temperature controlled oil bath
has been recalibrated to be used as a laboratory standard for ratio calibration of other instruments.
A calibration method was developed to determine the ratio of each decade of the divider using
a precision digital voltmeter at low voltage. The overall ratio could then be calculated from the
decade ratios. The average, taken over an eight-month period, of the determinations of the
10 000 to 1 ratio of the divider was 9 999.967 with an uncertainty of :t4.9 x 10-6(3 standard
deviations). This ratio was compared at 10 kV with a Park-type divider on several occasions
and the results agreed within the combined experimental uncertainties. The digital voltmeter
method provides a relatively simple and quick method to recalibrate the divider.

With this recalibration of the nearly twenty-year old divider, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology is now in a posit~onto offer a dc divider calibration service in the 1 kV to 10 kV
voltage range. The estimated uncertainty of such calibrations would be of the order of
:tlOx 10-6.
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Mean:t(3 x std dev) -4.0:t26.7 -3.1:t4.9 (both dates combined)
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Table 8, Park-System Data Summary

Date Configuration ActualRatio Correctionto nominal 10kV Divider Correction
( x 106) ( X 106)

p7 Dee 93 A 9999.951 -4.9 +0.7:1:2.30(1 Dee 93)
9999.812 -18.8 -4.1:tO.77(3 Dee 94)

B 9999.970 -3.0 -6.0:t1.46 (8 Aug 94)
9999.876 -12.4
9999.926 -7.4

C 9999.989 -1.1
9999.924 -7.6

P8 Dee 93 A 9999.878 -12.2
9999.850 -15.0
9999.911 -8.9
9999.878 -12.2

B 9999.970 -3.0
9999.921 -7.9

C 9999.959 -4.1

(>9Dee 93 A 9999.945 -5.5
9999.945 -5.5

B 10000.071 +7.1
10000.021to 9999.970 +2.1 to -3.0

C 10000.048 +4.8
10000.048 +4.8

J3 Dee 93 A 10000.216 +21.6
10000.016 +1.6
10000.150 +15.0

B 9999.876 -12.4

C 9999.954 -4.6
9999.883 -11.7
9999.910 -9.0
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Table 8, Park-System Data Summary (continued)

21

Date Configuration Actual Ratio Correctionto nominal 10kV Divider Correction

( x 106) ( x 106)

26 Jan 94 A 9999.845 -15.5 +0.7:t2.30 (I Dee 93)

9999.911 -8.9 -4.1:t0.77 (3 Dee 93)

B 9999.869 -13.1 -6.0:t1.46 (8 Aug 94)
9999.818 -18.2

27 Jan 94 A 9999.923 -7.7

B 9999.930 -7.0

09 Feb 94 A 9999.819 -18.1
9999.901 -9.9

B 9999.877 -12.3
9999.908 -9.2

Mean :t(3 x std dev) -11.99:t12.4 -3.1:t4.9 (both dates combined)
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APPENDIX A: Detailed Experimental Calibration Procedures

1. Introduction

The calibration of the high-voltage divider consist of a series of four-step resistance ratio
determinationsmakinguse of the highly linear 10-voltrangeof the voltmeter functionof the Hewlett-
PackardModel 3458As digitalmultimeterto measureratio. The linearityof the 10V range has been
proven to be highly stable and has been calibrated against a 10 V Josephson array standard. The
results of this linearity check show a departurefrom linearity over a ten-to-one ratio which does not
exceed one part per million.

2. Setting Up the Calibration Experiment

The experimental system comprises the resistor network in an oil bath, a rack with the electronic
control equipment includinga personalcomputer(PC), and an additionaltable-model computer that
is used for the voltage-ratio measurements. Two separateIEEE-488 Interface bus circuits are used.
One bus, connectedto the PC (IBM ModelXT). controls the oil-bathtemperatureby interconnecting
the thermistorcontrol unit (InstrulabSystemThermometerModel3312-14-15)and the programmable
power supply (KepcoBipolarOperationalPowerSupply/Amplifier,ModelBOP20-20M488D). The
other IEEE-488 bus links the digital multimeter(Hewlett-PackardModel 3458A)to the table-model
computer (Hewlett-PackardModel 85)which is programmedto controlthe digitalvoltmeterreadings.

3. Resistor Network

a. Physical Layout6

1. Upper Decades

The resistor network, which formsthe actual voltage divider (Fig. I), is composedof three decades
of wire-woundresistors ( 2 MQ, 200 ill, and 20 ill). Eachdecadehas ninenominally equal resistors
with the tenth (virtual) resistorconsistingof the combinedresistanceof all lower resistors.Each node
of the network is tied to the center pins of two BPO connectorsin parallel. The outside conductors
of the connectors are connectedto the nodes of the guardcircuit consisting of an auxiliary network
of resistors having the same resistancesas the main wire-woundresistors. Nodes of the guard circuit
are also connectedto (equipotential)metal shieldssurroundingthe main divider resistors. The nodes

5
Commercial instruments are identified by manufacturer and model number only to describe the experiment and do
not imply an endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the
equipment mentioned is necessarily the best available for the purpose.

6
C. B. Childers, R. F. Dziuba, L. H. Lee, "A Resistive Ratio Standard for Measuring Direct Voltages to 10 kV," IEEE
Trans. Instrum. & Meas., Vol IM-25, No.4, December 1976.
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are marked with the nominal input voltages near their respectiveconnectors ranging from 10 kV to
10 V.

ii. Lower Decades (Kelvin Varley)

The lower decades of the ratio divider consist of a Kelvin-Varley divider that is shunted to give it
a 20 ill input impedance (see Fig. 2(a).). The Kelvin-Varley has two decades of wire wound
resistors, with a guardcircuit similar to that used for the upperdecadesof the main divider followed
by a six-dial commercial Kelvin-Varleydivider (see Fig. 1). Ratio connections for the upper two
decades are made with pairs of jumper cables equippedwith BPO plug connectors. The remaining
six decades of the commercial Kelvin-Varleydivider use rotary dial switches.

Note: For the purposeof this calibrationthe dials of the commercialKelvin-Varleyare not
used and are set to zero. The upper two decades are connected (see section b. vi.
below) to give a one-volt output for a 10 kV input applied to the main divider.

b. Connections for the Calibration

i. Supply Leads

Calibrations are carried out with a ten-volt stabilized dc source. The dc voltage is connected from
the source to the divider decadeunder test througha multipole rotary switch. The switch has several
functions one of which is the reversal of the polarity of the applied voltage.

The leads from the source to the switch and from the switch to the divider consist of a pair of twisted
leads with a shield. Near the connections to the divider, the cable is split into two separate shielded
leads that connect to the divider (Fig. 3). The shields of the cable from the source to the switch and
from the switch to the cable junction are connected to ground to reduce interference. The shield
sections for the two single conductor lead wires, from the cable junction to the divider, are tied to
the outer conductors of the respective BPO connectors.

Note that while the inner conductor of the male BPO connector is tied to a node of the divider
resistance network, the outer conductor is not groundedbut tied to the correspondingnode of the
guard circuit. The outer conductor, therefore, should not be at ground potential but at nominal the
same voltage as the inner conductor.This requiresthat the shield attached to the mating outer shell
of the connector also not be at ground potential. Therefore, the shield of the cable leading to the
connector has to be isolated from the groundedshields of other parts of the cable. For convenience,
the break in the shields has been made at the cablejunction point by trimming the shielding braid
back a short distance.

To establish effective guard potentials, the supply leads must feed both the main divider as well as
the guard circuit, since the resistor network making up the guard circuit is by itself electrically
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isolated from the main divider. To feed both the divider and guard circuits, the inner conductorand
outer shield of each of the (single-conductorends (see Fig. 3) of the) supply leads are connected
together so that the main divider and the guard circuit are at the same voltage at their corresponding
endpoints. The intermediate nodes of the divider network, however, remain without a direct
connection to the correspondingnodes of the guard circuit but are at approximately the same dc
voltage.

ii. Sensing Leads

There are two pairs of otherwise identicalsensing leadsreferred to as "A" and "B" leads. These are
routed from the divider to the channel selector switch and from the switch to the digital voltmeter.
Similar to the arrangementof the supply leads, the cables to and from the switch consist of a pair of
twisted conductorsthat are shieldedexceptfor about a decimeterof the cable at the divider end where
the cables are each split into two single-conductors. The shields of the two-conductor portions are
connected to ground, while the shields of the single-conductorcables are connected only to the
respectiveouter conductorsof the (female)BPO connectorsand isolatedfrom the shields of the two-
conductorcables. Unlike the supply leads, the inner (dividercircuit) and outer (guard circuit) of the
sensing leads are not connectedtogether so that the voltage sensed is that acrossthe divider network
only.

Hi. Divider Calibration Supply Connections

To calibrate the highest decade (10 kV to 1 kV) the supply leads (labeled current) are connected to
one of the "10 kV"7BPO connectorsand the other supply lead is connectedto the "0" input terminal
of the Kelvin-Varley divider (see Fig. 2(a).). To check whether the polarity is correct, measure the
voltage applied to the divider when the switch is in the "A+" position. The voltage at the "10 kV"
terminal should be +10 volts (nominal). If the voltage is -10 volts, interchange the supply leads.

iv. Kelvin-Varley Connections

The Kelvin-Varley divider is electrically a separate unit from the main voltage-divider resistance
network and is connectedto it by two jumper cables (Fig. 2(a).). An additionaljumper cable is used
to configure a chain of three 10 kQ resistors into a 25 kQ shunt which combined with the input
resistanceof the Kelvin-Varley divider formsthe equivalentof the tenth 20 kQ resistor of the lowest
decade of the main divider.

The 1 V tap of the divider is obtainedby connectingthe first set ofjumper leadsof the Kelvin-Varley
circuit from the "X" and "Y" terminals to the connectors on either side of the "1" marking and
connecting the other set of jumper cables across the "0" marking on the next (10-1)range. All

7
The numbers and units enclosed by quotation marks correspond to labelling on the cover of the oil bath placed next
to the BPO connectors.
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switches in the switched section of the Kelvin-Varleydivider should be set to zero. The output
connectorsof the Kelvin-Varley circuit are then the 1 V tap of the overall divider network.

v. Digital Voltmeter Connections

The rotary channel selectorswitch connectsthe input of the digital voltmeter either to the "A" or "B"
leads, and it also selects the polarity of the supply voltage so that there are four active switch
positions: "A+, A-, B-, B+." Intermediateswitch position are open circuits. The control software
for the digital voltmeter (on the Hewlett-PackardModel 85 computer)assumesthat the "A" leads are
connectedacross the higher voltage. In most cases that means that the "A" leads are connected to
the same divider nodes as the supplyleads. The "B" leadsare normally connectedto the divider tap
and the bottom connection of the resistor networkunder test.

The pair of twisted, shieldedleadsfrom the switch to the input terminals of the digital voltmeter are
wound around a toroidal, high-permeabilitymagnetic core forming a coaxial choke. The co-axial
choke presents a low impedancepath for signals going to the voltmeter, in one lead and returning
through the other. For any ac leakageor inducedcurrentsthat are asymmetricallygoing in one lead
and returningthrough an alternatepath, the coaxialchokerepresentsa relativelyhigh impedance.The
choke, therefore, acts as a filter for unwanted common-modesignals. This is important since the
divider is not particularly well shielded against stray ac pickup that would appear as noise in the
digital voltmeter readings.

At the digital voltmeter, the white lead of the cable is connected to the "HI" (two-wire) input terminal
at the front of the meter, and the black lead to the "LO" terminal. The green lead is connected to the
"Guard" terminal.

VI. Divider-Voltage Connection, "A" Leads

One of the BPO femaleconnectorsattachedto the "A" leadsis plugged into the male connectorwhich
is in parallel with that connected to the supply (e.g., 10 kV terminal for the highest decade). The
other connector is plugged into a specialadaptorplug which allows two BPO plugs to be connected
in parallel. The parallel connectionensuresa commonpoint inthe measurementsof the ratio voltages.
The adaptor is plugged to the male BPO connectormarked "0" and is located near the "LO" output
terminal on the pie-shapedsectioncoveringthe Kelvin-Varleydivider (see Fig. 2(a).). To check the
polarity of the lead connections, set the switch to position "A+" and read the digital voltmeter; a
reading of a nominal +10 V should be obtained. If the reading is -10 V, interchangethe connection
of the "A" leads.

vii. Divider-Voltage Connection, "B" Leads

The "B" leads are connected across the divider decade tap and the common point to obtain the
desired ratio voltage, a fraction (usually l/IOth) of the voltage applied across the entire decade
section. The BPO connector for the signal return is plugged into the special adaptor mentioned in
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vi. above. The other connector is plugged into one of the pair of parallel male BPO connectorsat the
desired voltage tap. A polarity check similar to that described above should be carried out.

viii. Selectionof Connectionsfor the "A" and "B" Leads.

The following sets of divider connectionsare used to calibrate the decadesof the divider. The order
in which the decades are calibrated is not significant.

The "I V" connection is made at the output of the Kelvin-Varleydivider, at the plug connection
marked "La". (See also section iv, above).

ix. Ratios Other Than Ten-to-One

Ifratios other than 10000 to I are required, for instance if the voltage applied to the divider is 5 kV,
the supply and "A" leads are connectedto the desired input voltage, e.g., 5 kV and 0 V, while the
"B" leads remain connected to I kV and 0 V as before when testing the highest decade string of
resistors.

c. Combining Decade Calibrations

i. In Terms of Ratios

The overall ratio of the divider for a nominal 10000 to I ratio is the product of the ratios determined
for all four decades. Note that the individual ratios printed out by the Hewlett-PackardModel 85
desktop computer are rounded to six decimal places and have thus limited resolution. Better
resolution can be obtained by using the indicated ratio corrections(x 106)and applying them to the
nominal ratios.
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4. Temperature Control

To keep the resistance of the wire-wound ratio resistors stable, the temperature of the resistors and
the oil in which they are immersedhas to be closelycontrolled. Temperaturecontrol is accomplished
with the heating/coolingcontrol subsystem. The temperaturemeasuring subsystem consists of four
thermistor sensors connected to a "thermometer"unit that converts the thermistor resistances into
correspondingdigital temperaturevalues. The thermistorsare immersed in the oil through openings
in the translucent acrylic cover of the oil bath. Each thermistor is connected individually to the
thermometer unit which is mounted on the rack with the rest of the electronic equipment.

The heating/cooling subsystemconsistsof a set of four Peltier units powered from a programmable
power supply and designedto changethe temperatureof the oil. The four Peltier heating and cooling
units are mounted evenly spacedon side of the cylindricallyshapedoil bath. Small fan units remove
the heated air from each of these units. The fans are powered directly from the 120 V, 60 Hz line
using a flexible twin-lead line cord. The Peltier units are electrically connected in series and are
poweredfrom a rack-mounted,programmable,dc currentsupply. The current can be varied remotely
via the IEEE 488-interfacebus from minus t~ plus full scale. Also, the supply has provisions for
limiting the output current to protect the Peltier units.

Initially, whenthe bath is at roomtemperature,the heatingcurrent is limited to approximately7.5 A.
After the oil temperature comes to within :to.I °C of the set point (24.5 °C), the current limit is
reduced to 5 A for both heating and cooling.

5. Operation of the Temperature Control Program.

The program is written in GW Basic for use with the National Instruments 488 Interface Card.
Following the instructions for interface programming provided by National Instruments, the default
parameters have been set up for the two subsystems, such as time-outs, etc.

After switching on the computer, and after it has completed the initialization, type "run" at the DOS
prompt and follow the instructions displayed on the screen. The "run" command will start the basic
program. When the program is running, the first two statements are queries to make sure the oil is
stirred and that the fans are cooling the Peltier units. It will take about three to four hours to bring
the oil up to operating temperature.

a. Program Screen Display

While the program is running, the screen alternately displays numerical data and a graphic (bar graph)
display. The program samples the temperature data about every 15 seconds during normal operation.
Four thermistors are actually connected; a maximum of six thermistors could be plugged into existing
connectors. The thermometer unit is programmed to scan five of the six possible connections. (Since,
normally, there are only four thermistors, one position is shown as "OPEN"). The program computes
the correct average of the temperature irrespective of how many thermistors are connected and into
which connectors they are plugged in.
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b. Numerical Display

The display shows the following:

i. Elapsed time in seconds since the beginning of the run.

ii. The number of the measurement cycle; i.e., the number of times the
thermometer unit has been queried.

iii. The five scannedoutputs of the thermometer unit.

iv. The averagetemperature and the number of active thermistor probes.

v. The current ReferenceTemperature and the set-point temperature

VI. The range of average (measured) temperatures. [Minima and maxima
displayedare valid only after the measuredtemperature reaches the set-point
temperatureminus 0.1 °C. Up to that time Min=26 and Max=O]

vii. The range of the referencetemperature(rMin, rMax). These values should be
symmetricalabout the set-point temperature.

viii. The cumulativenumberof secondsthat the referencetemperature has ramped
up and down.

ix. The state of the heating/coolingfunction is indicated by a text message and
by the color border of the display. A red backgroundindicates that heating is
turned on, blue that cooling is turned on, and green indicates that both are
turned off.
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c. Bar-graph display.

The bar-graph display alternates with the numerical display. The bar graphs picture the average
temperature measured and the referencetemperature, as well as indicating the set point.

1. The upper bar graph provides an indication of the measured temperature.
Temperature is plotted from left to right. To obtain greater resolution, the
temperaturezero is displacedoff-screento the left. The setpoint temperature
is approximatelyat the center of the display. Change from the last reading
is shownby a change in color; red (brown) for increasesin temperature, blue
for decreases in temperature. The trend, increasing or decreasing, is also
indicated by arrows pointing to the right or left respectively.

ii. The lower bar graph shows the referencetemperature. As with the measured
temperature, arrows indicate the increasingor decreasing trend.

iii. The temperature is shown, rounded to three decimal places, at the left-hand
extreme of the bar graph. The setpoint temperature is indicated by a vertical
arrow.

d. Error Conditions

The program monitors the 488-Interfacebus status, and if a malfunctionoccurs in the Thermometer
unit or if the power supply(heatercurrentsource)does not respond,a diagnosticmessage is displayed
on the screen. If the malfunctioncan be cleared, for instance, by turning off the thermometer unit
and turning it back on again which reinitializesvarious functions, the temperature control program
can be restarted (continued)by pressingthe ENTER key. Instructionsare shown on the screen.

6. Terminatingthe Program

The temperature control program can only be terminatedby pressing the control+breakkeys which
stops execution of the BASIC routines. On the "OK" prompt, after BASIC program execution has
terminated, type SYSTEM [ENTER]which will causethe programto exit BASIC and return control
to DOS.

Before shutting off the computer, the hard disk should be "parked" with a BYE [ENTER] command.
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Appendix B

OIL-BATH TEMPERATURE CONTROL PROGRAM

Appendix B containsan annotated listing of the temperaturecontrolprogram. The program is written
in GW BASIC andthe statements 1to 67 follow the codepublishedby National Instrumentsfor their
IEEE-488 interface bus. The remainder of the program was written for this application by the
author.
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APPENDIX B

~his prograa is designed to control the temperature of the oil bath
for the hiqh-voluqe dc dividerwithin :!:O.1eC.. ~he temperatureis
ILeasuredwith up to five probes usinq .and %HSftULAB- ~hermolLeter
systea and . DPCO. pover supply in the current ILode (limited to
a mazt.um of 5 A) that feeds thermoelectric (Peltier) ILodulesfor
heating and cooling.

Lines 1 throuqh 67 initialize the functions and constants
necessaryfor operationof the %£8£-488InterfaceBus

ClEAR, 600001 : 18111T'8600001 : 1811IT2.IIIIIT,+3 : 11111T3a1811IT1+6:IIIIIT48IIIIIT1+9: 8L~-bib.~, IIINIT1
CALL 11111"(lIFIII), 18TRG,1ICUt, IIPCT, IISIC, 18I.OC,lIPPe, 1888IA,18OIIL,lase, I", law, IIPAD,IISAD,
IIIST, IIDMA,11EOS, lIMO, 11EOT,IBlDF, I_TF, IITIAP, IIDEV, IILI, IILIIES, IIOONFIG)
CALL1IIIIT2(1IGTS, 11CAC,1lVAIT, 1IPOICE,I_T, I_TA, 1101), IIOI)A, IIRD, IIIDA, IISTOP, IIRPP, IIRSP,
IIIUAG, IIXTRC, IIIDI, I_Tl, IBlDIA, IINRTlA, 11EVE1T,IISTAX, IIERRI, IIOITX)
CALL 11111T3(SEII)QI)S, SEll)SEJII», SEII)OATASYTES,saID, SE.LlST, RECEIVESETUP,RCVRESPMSG,RECEIVE, SEIIDIFC,
OEVCLEAR, DEVCLEARLlST, EIIAILELOCAL, EIABLEREMOTE, SETRULS, SEIIDLLO)

CALL 11111T4(PASSaJIITROL, READSTATUSlYTE, TRIGGER, TRIGGERLlST, PPOLLCONFlG, PPOLLUNCONFlG, PPOLL, RESETSYS,
FIIDRQS, ALLSPOlL, FlIIDLSTI, TETSTS, IIIDaY, I_Tay, VAITSRQ, TESTSRQ)

REM
REM CPII C
REM

IIILX .&ll3F : IIITX · INSF : GTLI · IH1 : SOel · &114 : PPCX =INS : GGETX = 118 : TCTWH910 : LLOX =IH11
OCLX ·&114 : PPUX. IH15 : SPEX I: IH18 : SPOI = &119 : PPEX =&H6O : PPOI =&H70

REM

REM CPII status bit vector:
REM

£ERR· &H8OOO : Till) · IH4000 : £EID · &H2000 : SRGI · &H1000 : RQS . &H800: SPOLLalH400 : EEVENT. &H200
CllPL· &1100: &.OK · IH80 : RREM · &H4O : CIC · IH20 : MTI · IH10 : TACS.&18 : LACS= &114: OTAI . &12 : DCAS.&H1

REM
REMError ges returned in global variable iberr:
REM

£OVR. 0 : ECIC. 1 : ENOL..2.: EADR. 3 : EARG. 4 : ESAC. 5 : EA80I: 6: ENEI. 7
EOIP · 10 : ECAP· 11 : EFSO. 12 : E8US= 14 : ESTI = 15 : ESRQ. 16 : ETAS= 20

REM
REMEOS80de bits:
REM

IINI · &11000 : XEOSI .&H800 : REOSI .11400
REM
REMTi8eOUt values and ...ings:
REM

T_EX ·0 : T10USX· 1 : T30USX ·2 : T100usx .3 : T300USX.4 : T1MSX .5 : T3MSX=6 : T10MSX. 7
T30MSX- 8 : T100MSX- 9 : T300MSX· 10 : T1SX- 11 : T3S1 - 12 : T1051 . 13 : T30SX-14 : "OOSX . 15
T300SX. 16 : "OOOSX. 17

REM
REMMiscellaneous:
REM

51 ·&H8: LFI .IRA

REM .
REM IILN Constants:
REM

ALL.SADI . -1 : IIO.SADI · 0
REM
REMIIEVENT Constants
REM

EVENTDTASI= 1 : EVENTDCASI = 2

.cis:

..

REM

REMIICJPTlON-Selection codes for IICONFIG fU1Ction:
REM
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"
47
48
49

IICPADS. &111: IICSADS. &HZ : 18CTId. 1M3 : IBCEOTX-&H4 : IBcppcx. 115 : IBCREADOIS. 1116
IICMITOPOLLX.&117: IBCCICPROTX- &H8: IBCIRGX- 119 :IBCSCX- 1M : IBCSREXa&HB : IBCEOSIDX.INC
l8CEDSYttS. &lID: IBC:EOSOePI- lHE: IBCEOSCIIUX.INF : IBCPP2X. IH10 : IBCTIMIIIGI- &1111: IBC:DMX.IH12
IBCItEADAD.8USTS .&1113 : 1&aaITEAD.8USTX. &1114 : IBCEVENTGUEUEX. IH15 : IBCSPOUIitS. &1116 : IBCSEIIDLLOX
&8117

IBCSPOLLTlIEX. &1118 : IBCPPOLLTIIEX - IN19 : IBCIIOE8I)BITOIIEOSX- IH1A50
51 IEII
52 ItEM These vatues are used by the Send 488.2 CC8II81d:
53 IEII
54 IIIJ.EII)I .&NO : IL£8I)S - IN1 : DABEIIDS- &HZ
55 ItEM
56 IEM Th'. vail. I. wed by the 488.2 Receive CC88nd:
57 ItEM
58 STOPEIIDX·&11100
59 ItEM
60 ItEM The foU...I", vatues are used by the IBLINESfunction:
61 IEM
62 VALIDEOI.&H8O : VALIDATI.11140: VALIDSlQ·&H2O : VALIDREN- &1110 : VALIDIFC·&H8 : VALIONRFD- IH4 :

VALIDDAV.&111

IUSEOI .&H8OOO : IUSATI .&H4OOO : IUSSIQ - IH2000 : BUSREII ·&111000 : BUSIFC a&H8OO : BUSllRfO- &H4OO :
BUS8l)AC .&H2OO : BUSOAV ·&11100

" REM
65 REM this vat.. Is used to tel1llnate eddress Iist. It should be usigned
66 ItEM to the last entry.
67 REM

Lines 100 throuqh 200 define the program names of the bus
controller, the temperature aeasurement system, and the heater
power supply.

63

100 REMP.r_ter V.lues
110 CDlTROLL£IS8IICiPIIC)8 : CALL IBFlIID (CONTROLLERS, BIDS)
120 T~SYS- : CALL IBFIII) (THERMOMETERS, TEMPI)
130 D£VIWES8'IICEPCX)II : CALL IBFIIID (DEVIIAMES, PWRX)

140 DIM TSTORE (500), TEMPSTORE(SOO), AVESTCltE(500)
150 PlIIT : PlIIT 8Are. the f.. turned on ? 8 : INPUTYS : IF MIOS(YS," 1)a11y8ORIIIOS(YS, " 1).-ytI THEtf160 ELSE

I

150
160 PlIIT : PlIIT 81s the stirrer lV1ning? 8 : INPUTYS: IF IIIOS(YS,1, 1)a11y8ORIIIOS(YS,1, 1).-ytI TIlEN170 ELSE160
no COlOR14, 2, 2 Igreen b8c:t8rcutd=heatlng/coollng off
180 TA¥G80: T-o : IIQU80: 1' 2 : SETPOIIIT=24.5: OFFSETaABS(SPAN!2)
190 SAMPLESa10: IIITERVALaS: PERICD-sMPLES. INTERVAL: INCR-G: REFTEMPaSETPOllT-tOFFSET
200 11111-26: IIAX-o: "FLAGs1 : DFLAG-o : ...IN.1oo : RMAX8Q: COUNT-G: ERIIUM=O

~

~he temperature measurement control cycle starts by deteraininq the
elapsed time from the start of the program in seconds. Xf this
time is a multiple of the 'Xnterval' (defined as one of the proem..
parameters), then a set of temperature readinqs is taken. AD
additional 1-second delay is introduced before readinqs are
actually talcen.

300 St.rt of 8e8SUl"e8ent/control cycle
310 011 ERROR GOTO 1810
320 PRINT ldetel1line S8IIpllng tille
330 GOSW400 :
340 IF TIME MOD IIiTERVAL :. 0 THEN 330
350 PRINT-ElllpSed ti8e 8;TlME;- seconds- : TlME1=TlME
360 GOSUB400 : IF TIME:. TlME'+' THEN450 ELse GOTO360 · loop ",tit S8q)ting tille
370 ·

Subroutine to convert 'time' into elapsed seconds

400
4'0
420

DETERMINe TIME AND COIIVERT TO SECONDS

TIME- VAL(MIOS(TIMES, " 2»*3600+VAL(MIDS(TIMES, 4, 2»*60+VAL(MIDS(TIMES, 7, 2»
IF TIMEO=O THeN TIMEO=TIME
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430 TlNE-TiME-TiNEO
440 IETUUI

~emperature .easurement routine: derinition of bus address, bus
'name' or the temperature measurement system, and temperature
'read' cOlIIJDaDd.~he 'RBSUL~$' sUing' variable is rilled with the
appropriaten1llllber or blanks, and the interface and the 'device'
are initialized. xr a bus-error is detected, the bus status (10
most recent values) is stored in a register. A command to read
outputs or 5 theraocouples is then sent to the teaperature
aeasureaent system. Again the bus status is checked, and if an
error has occurred the status is stored, and the program branches
to an error routine that turns ofr the power supply and permits the
temperature system to be reset. xr no error occurs, a two-second
waiting period allows the the~ometer unit to settle before the
reading'is fetched and stored in the computer.

4SO · 8e88UI'e thel'8DCOUple output.
460 IF DFLAGoOTHEIl800
500 .uure t ture
510 ACTIVESa8IMtruI81J18
520 IOAIDI=O: ADDIS- 7 : CXIIWIDS--.cEAS:DATA7 (81. 2. 3. 4. 5)
530 'FOR1-1 TO10
540 ,
55G RESUlTs-sPACES(106)
560 CALL SENDIFC (BOARDX)

570 CALL DEVCLEAR (BOARDX. ADDU)
580 IF IBSTAX>1 THEil BaVARCER MOD1G)=IISTAX : ER=ER+1
590 CALL SEIID(BOARDX. ADDU. CQMIWIDS. IILENOX)
600 IF IISTAX >1 THEil ERRORVARCERMOD 1G)-IISTAX : ER=ER+1
610 IF IISTAX AlII) EEU THEIl 18'0

620 CiIDSI8400 : DELAYSTART-TlIE'2 . del8Y between ~ reeding d8ta to prevent ~
630 CiIDSI8400 : DELAY-TiME-DELAYSTART: IF DELAYc 2 THEIl 630
MO CALLIECEIVE(BCMRDX.ADDIS. IESUlTS. STOPEIIDX)
650 IF IBSTAX>1 THEil ERRORVAR(ERMQD1G)-IISTAX : 01l£R+1 'record 10 previous error 8eSsages
660 PI Ilit II. IIIDSCRESUlTS. '. 15)" + IDSCRESULTS.18. 15) 'print teq.rature readings
670 PI Ilit II. IIIDSCIESUlTS. 35. 15)+8 + IDSCRESULTS.52. 15)
680 PI Ilit II. IIIDS(RESULTS. 69. 15)" + IDSCRESUlTS. 86. 15)
690 .-0 : AVETEMP-O

4

~eaperature is averaged by scaDJI.ing the input string's, sUlllDLing'
values in non-blank in fields, and dividing by the number of values
found. ~he individual readings and the average is displayed.

700 FOR K=4 TO 103 STEP 17 · determine average temperature
710 PRINT
720 IF MID$(RESULT$, K, 1)=" ItTHEN 760 ELSE
CHANNEL(N)=VAL(MID$(RESULT$, K, 1»
730 IF MID$(RESULT$, K+8, 4)="OPEN" THEN 760 ELSE
TEMPERATURE(CHANNEL(N» =VAL(MID$(RESULT$, K+4, 8»
740 AVETEMP=AVETEMP+TEMPERATURE(CHANNEL(N»
750 N=N+1
760 NEXT K
770 IF N=O THEN 1840 ELSE AVETEMP= AVETEMP/ (N)
780 PRINT TIME$;" ";DATE$i" Run #"iMi"Average measured temperature is:
"iAVETEMPi "N= "iN
790 ·
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Because ~he ~emperatureis being measured in the main vessel an4 I

because or ~he large thermal inertia or ~he oil, it is necessary ~o
.odula~e ~he rererence~emperature~o decrease ~he hysteresisin I

~e controlled ~emperature rluctuations. ~he reference temperat~e
i. successively increased and decreased linearly.

800 · detenalne reference t ture C8adulated about the setpoint)
810 CCUIT - CCUIT .1
120 IF auIT III) C2*SMPL£S)-G TIIEII SPAII-.SPAII : TSTOIE(tO III) SOO)-TlIE : TEMPSTOIECTOIII) SOO)-aEFTEMP : AVESTOR£(~O

III) SOO)-AVETEMP: To-T0+1 : CDIIT80
130 IF SPAll to THEIl TlIE-LASTTIIE : USTTIIIE-TiME ELSE DOWN-oow+TlME-LASTTIME: LASTTIIE-TlIE
840 IEFTEMP-IEFTEMP + SPAII/PEIIOD

850 'PlIIT T, Sllet/1oo)*SPAII: Ilea, IEFTEMP, (rsNCPLES III) PElIOD*SMPLES)/SAMPLES,SPAll, OFFSET

Records the maxiaua and miniaum excursionsof the reference I

temperature and counts the number of up and down gradients. (%deall1
these should average to sero.)

860 IF IEFTEMP . IMX THEIl IIWC-aEFTEMP
870 IF IEFT_ < IMII THEI 1M11-aEFTEMP

Records the max~ua and minimum excursions of the average temperatuJe
after the temperature has reached the interval of (to.1- + setpoint
temperature). I

880 IF AVETEMP . SETPOIIT-.1 AID AVETEMP < SETPOIIT..1 THEI MFWaG
890 IF MFLAG-oANDAVETEMP. MAX THEI MAX-AVETEMP
900 IF MFLAG=O AID AVETEMP < Mil THEI MII-AVETEMP

910 PRIIT llMeasured telllperature= -;AVETEMP;-Min.- .;MIII:. Max.c .:MAX
920 PRIIT "Reference telllperaturec -;REFTEMP;.rICin: .;RMIII:. rtCaxc .;RMAX
930 PRIIT .Setpoint Teaperature- -:SETPOIIIT
940 PRIIT IIup= - ;up;. down=:-;DOUII
950'

On the basis or ~he relative values of the reference and average
measured temperatures, the power supply current is switched to
heating, off, or cooling.

4

1000 dete...ine control points
1010 IF AVETEMP < REFTEMP AND IlEAT-o THEIl IlEAT-1 'heating
1020 IF AVETEMP . REFTEMPANDIlEAT-1 THEI IlEAT-o 'off between heating and cool ing
1030 IF AVETEMP . REFTEMP AID HEAT-oTHEIlIlEAT--1 · cool ing
1040 IF AVETEMP < REFTEMP AID HEAT--1TIlEIiBTaG 'off between cool ing and heating
1050 IF DFLAGoO THEI 320

~he value of ~he 'BEAT' variable determines the code word that
controls the magnitude and direction of the (power)supply current.
source.

1100 Heater control routine: Detenline control code word
11 10 ACTIVES=-Kepco-
1120 UMPL-5 : DEVllAMES=8KE'CO" : UMn=5 : CONTROLLERS--ciPIBO-
1130 KE~ IIIT(ABS(KAMPL*HEAT)/20*999) : IF HEAT < 0 THEil .REFIX=5 ELSE .REFIXc4

1140 IF KEPCO . 99 THEil COIITROLWORDS - MIOSCSTRSCPREFIX),2, 1)+MIDSCSTr.SCKEPCO),2, 3)+MIDSCSTRSCIIiTCLIMIT/20*99», 12,2).-·
1150 IF KEPCO. 9 AID KE'CO < 100 THEil CONTROLWROS=MIDSCSTRSCPREFIX),2, U..O IDSCSTRSCKEPCO),2,

2)+MIDSCSTRSCIIiTCLIMIT/20*99», 2, 2).- -
1160 IF CEPCO< 10 THENCOIITROLWORDS=MIDSCSTRS(PREFIX),2, 1)..OO IDS(STRS(KEPCO), 2, 1)"'IDSCSTRS(IIIT(LIMIT/z0e99~),

2, 2).- ·
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~be power supply control word is transmitted over the bus. J:~tbe
supply does not respond to tbe bus cOlIIJI&Dd,tbe program branches to
aD error routine that permits tbe malfunction to be corrected be~ore
continuing' the control function.

1ZOO t... controL routine: Send controL code word to ~Ly
1210 081ERRORGOTO 1810 : GOSI8 1220 : GOTO1400 'Nt ~ power ~Ly
1220 IF PYtX < 1 TIIE8IPRIIT IIpower S4WLy not fCMnfl : Ell) 'Check ~Ly Is actlw
1230 IOMDW : PMOIS - 6 '

1240 CALL SEllDIFC (BOARDI)
1250 CALLDEVCLEAR(BOARDI, PMOIS)
1260 CALLSE8I)(BOARDI. PADDIS, CONTROt.\DDS. 111.£1I)1)
1270 PGStSTATUS(PS III) 10)-IISTAI : P$8PS+1
1280 IF IISTAI AllDEEIR THEil 2110
1290 BOUD~ : ADDU - 7
1300 IE1UItI

~be state of tbe current supply (beating/off/cooling) is indicated by
the screen background color (red/green/blue) and by text displayed
wben the power supply control function is executed.

1400 Change dispLay b8ckgrCU1d coLor to correspond to heater setting
1410 IF IlEAT-1TIEl COLOR 14. 4. 4
1420 IF IlEAT-o THENCOLOR14. 2, 2
1430 IF HEAT--1 THENCOlOR 14. 3. 3
1440 IF PREVIOUSHEAT<> HEATTHENPlEVIOUSHEAT-HEAT: PRINT -Chenge in Nttingtt
1450 IF HEAT-1THENPRINT-Heater turned on -;
1460 IF IlEAT-oTHEIlPRINT -Heating/CooL ing turned off -;
1470 IF HEAT.-1THENPRINT.CooLing turned on -;
1480GOSt82410 'di spLay t8llperature bar graph
1490GOTO300 ' next I8e8SUre8ent~Le

~his routine CaD qenerated simulated temperature ~luctuations for
test purposes.

1500 si..L.te t4!q)er.ture fluctuatiOns -- onLy used for progr_ testing
1510 INCI-INCI+_5*HEAT : IF IlEAT-o THEN IIICI-o

1520 AVETEMP=SIII (T/100)*SPAII +IIICI
1530 RETURN
1540 '
1550 ·

~

~his subroutine analyzes the J:nterfaceBus status and displays the
result on the screen.

1600 , Decode 488 Interface St.tus Word
1610 PRINT -Status Word is -; ACTIVES;IISTAI : X=IISTAI : IF IISTAX.=OTHEN1770
1620 'IF IISTAX ANDEERR THEN237
1630 IF IISTAI AIID 1 THENPRINT -GPII-PC is in DEVICE CLEARstatea
1640 IF IISTAI AND2 THENPRIIiT "GPII-PC is in DEVICE TRIGGERst.tea
1650 IF IISTAX AND4 THENPlINT -GPII-PC is LISTENER-
1660 IF IISTAI AND8 THENPRINT -GPII-PC is TALKER-
1670 IF IISTAX AND16 THENPRINT -ATTENTIONis asserted"
1680 IF IISTAX AND32 THENPRIIiT -GPII-PC is CIC-
1690 IF IISTAX AND64 THENPRINT -GPII-PC is in REMOTEstate-
1700 IF IISTAXAND128 THENPRINT-GPII-PC is in LOCXOUTstate8
1710 IF IISTAXAND 256 THENPRINT-I/O is completed"
1720 IF IISTAX AND2048 THENPRINT "Device requesting service8
1730 IF IISTAX AND4096 THENPRINT 8SERVlCE REQUESTCSRQ) bit ona
1740 IF IISTAX AND8192 THENPRINT -GPII-PC detected ENDor EOS-
1750 IF IISTAX AND 16384 THENPRINT -Tille 1i.it exceeded"
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1760 IF IISTAX,. !ERR THENPlINT .11 erro'" : 8E£P
1770lENtIl
1710 ·

Rout:iDes t:o pause t:he prOCIraa in case of malfunct:ion or ot:her progr
errors. %r ~e t:emperature aeasuring s7stemsfails, the power supp~y
is t:urDe4 orr. ~he interrace bus is reset, and the program pauses
waiting ror an input rroa the ke7board. ~his provides and
opportunity to reset (turD orr/on) the DlSDULAB- syst.em before
cont:iDuiDg t:he prograa. Siailarly, ir the power supply doe8 not
respon4 to collllluu14s via the bus, the program pauses an4 wait.s ror a
input: rroa t:he keyboar4. ..or other t:ypes of errors, t.he error nUlDber
(8ee GWBasic llaDual) an4 prograa line on which t:he error was
4et:ect:e4 are 4isplaye4. ~he rirst: rive errors on t.he list. are
ignore4.

1800 '****Ther88eter and Power SUpply error routines
1810 lIOnError" loutlne
1820 IF Ell- 189 TMEN2110 'Power SUpply _l fY1Ction
1830 IF ERIc 188 THEIl2210 'Analyze st.tus _rei or print error type
1840 PlINT TIlES, DATES: GOSW1600
1850 T1- TIMER
1860 t2 - TIMER: MIlLE T2 c T1+2 : GOTO1860 : UEII) : GOTO1980 '2 s delay
1900 IIISTIULAB_tfY1Ction; shut dawn power supply
1910 GOSW1920 : GOTO1980 · leset bus
1920 lilt -Resetting Systell": IISTAX-O
1930 ADDRESSLlSTX(0) - ADDU
1940 ADDRESSLlSTX(1) - PADDU
1950 ADDRESSLISTX (2) - IIOADOI

1960 CALLRESETSYS(IOARDI. ADORESSLlSTX(0»
1970 081ERIOI GOTO 1810 : REnltN
1980 CONTROLlOtDs--40Q0008: COLOR 14, 2, 2 : GOSW1220 'set power supply to zero
2000 · Th___terayste. error
2010PI :: BEEP: PRIITOATES,TIMES;- ... E I I 0 I ...· : PRINT: PRINT
2020 PR." - a&&&&&&&&~&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&.

2030PRIIT- · leset INSrIuueTHERMOMETERSyst_ ..
2040 PRIIT - a aa&.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&..
2050PRIIIT.Hit ENTERkey to CGntiNW' : INPUTX: GOTO180 'rest.rt
2060 ·
2100 Power SCWly f.llure
2110 PRINT : BEEP : PRINT DATES, TIMES; · ...E I I 0 I ...· : PRINT : PRINT
2120 PRIIT. ,.",JIIM,JfIlMlf"JI"",",IIIIIIJtIIIII"
2130PRINT- , CEPCOPowerSUpplynot responding ,
21(.0PRIIT. IIIMIIIMIfJtllll",.", JtIIII""...11IIII. .,,,
2150 GOSW1600 : GOSU81920 : PRINT.Hit EITEl key to CGntiNW' : INPUTX: GOTO180 'restert
2160 ·
2ZOO Other types of error
2210 COlOR14, 5, 5 : PRIIT .Line .;EIL; -, error...mer .;ERR;
2220ERNUM=E, : IF EI c 5 THENRESUMEIIEXT : GOSW 1920 : GOTO180 'Ieset syst_, st.rt over
2Z3OPRINT.To reset syst_ hit ENTERkey" : INPUTX : GOTO170
2300 Display routines
2310CLS: Vlev PRINT' set up for bar graph display
2320SETPOINTa25: IAVETEMP=10

2330 IEFTEMPcSETPOINT+(RND*10)-S: ITcINT(IEFTEMP+.5): AVETEMP=RNO*SO: CiOSU82400 'display t4!q)er8ture bar graph
2340 RETURN

~
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Subroutine to display the average oil-bath temperature and reference
temperature in bar-qraph format. ~he bar graphs have the following
features:

. ~o achieve better resolution,the zero temperaturepoint is offset
to the left and is not shown.

. AD arrow at the top of the screen marks the Set Point

. ~he top horizontalbar indicatesthe average oil temperature;
changes in temperature are differentiated with color (red for
increases, blue for decreases). ~he trend is also indicated by an
arrow at the end of the bar.

. ~he lower bar represents the Reference ~emperature with an arrow at
the end of the bar indicating the direction of change.

. AD arrow below the two bars indicates the average measured
temperature for emphasis.

. Humerical values of temperature are displayed on the left-hand side
of the graph.

. ~he text color changesfrom yellow to white when the average
temperature is within to.1.C of the setpoint.

2400 Ptot t..-ratures
2410DEF FITEMP(TEMP)cIIT(TEMP+.S)-25
2420 IF AB5(AVETEMP-SETPOIIT»-1 THEI 2440 .

2430 DEF FITEMP(TEMP)-IIT«TEMP-SETPOIIT)*10+.S)

2440 A-FITEMP(AVETEMP)+25 : IA-FITEMPClAVETEMP)+25 : RT-FITEMP(REFTEMP)+25 : $P8FNTEMP(SETPOIIT)+25
24S0 IF A<O THEN A-G . .
2460 IF IAcO THEN IA-G

2470 IF RT<O THEN RT-G
2480 n- TIMER
2490 T2 - TIMER: ,,"ILE T2 < T1+2: GOTO2490 : WEIID· 2 s detay
2500 a.5 : View PRIIT 1 TO20
2510 COLOR14. 0 : LOCATE1 . SETPOIIT+7: PRIIIT.T POIIT .;CHRS(25)
2520 COLORO. 0 : LOCATE4. 1 : S-1 : X=1 : Ya80 : GOStJI2800
2530 IF (A-IA) < 0 THENCOLOR11. 4 ELSECOlOR14. 4
2540 LOCATE2 . 1 :PRIIITllMeesTeIIIp.; : PRINTUSIIIG." ;AVETEMP
2550 COLORO. 0 : LOCATE2. 17: 5 - 1 : X-1 : Ya64 : GOSW2800
2560 IF IIT(AVETEMP*1000) C8 IIITCIAVETEMP*1000)THEil 2590
2570 COLOR 14. 0 : LOCATE2. 17 : 5=1 : X-1: Y-IA : GOSW2800
2580 COLOR12. 0 : LOCATE2. 17+IA : S-1 : X.IA : YaA-1 : GOSU82800 : PRIIIT C81RS(8)+CHIS(26): GOTO2610
2590 COLOR 14. 0 : LOCATE 2. 17: S-1 : X., : YaA: GOSU82800
2600 COLOR1,. 0 : LOCATE2. 17+A : PIINT CHIS(8)+CHIS(27)
2610 COlOR 11. 0 : LOCATE2. 18+A : 5=1 : X=A+2 : Y=IA : GOSU82800
2620 COLOR14. 0 : LOCATE3. 1 : PRINT .Ief T~ .; : PRINT USING .".",.;REFTEMP
2630 COLORO. 0 : LOCATE3. 17 : S=1 : X., : Yc67 : GOSUB2800
2640 I F SPAN > 0 THEil ARIOYS=CHIS(26) ELSE ARlOUS--CHIS(27)

26S0COLOR13. 0 : LOCATE3. 17 : S-1 : x., : y-aT : GOSW2800 : PIIIIT CHIS(8); : PRIIITARleIIS
2660 COlORO. 0 : LOCATE4. 1 : 5 · 1 : X=' : Y=80: GOSU82800
2670 IF AB5(AVETEMP-SETPOIIIT».1 THEN 2690

2680 COLOR1S. 0 : LOCATE4. A+5 : PIINT -TEMPERATURE-+CHIS(32)+CHIS(24> : GOTO 2700
2690 COLOR 14. 0 : LOCATE 4. A+5 : PIINT -TEMPEIATURE"CHRS(32)+CHRS(24)
2700 IAVETEMP=AVETEMP
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mo 'IF IlEAT.tthen caLCItt4. 4. 4 ELSEIF IlEAT.othen CGLGR14. 2, 2 ELSECOLOR14, 3, 3
Z720 View PlIIT
Z7JO 'CIOLOItit, Z. Z : LGCATE6, 17 : PlI1T8IQ1ZJ45678901ZJ45678901ZJ45678901ZJ4567890123456719012345678901Z3-

. 2740 T'. TIlER
Z7SOTZ- TIlER: ..ILE TZc ".., : GOlD2150: UBI)'5 . *L-V to reed ber greph
27" as : ViewPlIIT tore 8CI'een
zna IE1UtII

Subroutine to drav bar. on the graph

2800
2810
2120
2830£lID
Z900 'AWLICXVer8lon 04 AUG9J

fGI I- I 10 , STEPS 'routlne to for gr8Ph
NIIT CllRS(Z1');
IEX1'I : IE1UI8I
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Appendix C

CONTROL PROGRAM FOR THE DIGITAL VOLTMETER

Appendix C contains as listing of the program that controls the operation of the digital voltmeter
through a IEEE-488 interfacebus andcalculatesthe ratio of the voltages measured. Theprogram was
written Raymond S. Turgel in Hewlett-Packard BASIC (Model 85 Version). The program is
interactiveand requiresentry of the date, terminalsof the dividerto which the voltmeter is connected
separatedby forwardslashes, e.g., lK1100/0(1 kV, 100V, and 0 V), and the position of the selector
switch (+A, -A, +B, and -B). The digital voltmeter is programmed to measure sets of ten readings
during ten periods of the power-linefrequencyand calculate the highest reading, lowest reading and
standard deviation of the set

The computer screen displays all ten readings,the standarddeviation, the peak-to-peakdeviation (in
ppm), and the lowest standarddeviation recordedon previous runs of the samemeasurement If the
standard deviation is less than 1 106,and the ratio betweenthe highest and lowest reading differs by
not more than 2 106,the averagereading is recordedautomatically. Otherwise,more sets of readings
are taken. On "noisy"readings,where the standarddeviationalways exceeds 1 106,the operator can
override the decision to take more readings by pressing Kl or K2. Kl will record the average of a
set of previous readings with the lowest standard deviation. K2 records the latest set of readings
taken. After readings correspondingto all four positions of the selector switch have been taken (in
any desired order), the ratio is computedand printed on the tape of the built-in printer. The program
then asks for the parameters of the next test point
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APPENDIX C

Digital Voltmeter Control Program

4 ! FILE "DVMRA"
5 ! REVISEDJUNE8, 1994
10 ON ERRORGOTO240
15 ONTIMEOUT7 GOTO5000 @ SET TIMEOUT7;2000
20 DIM V(10),Al(2,2)
22 RO$="2 M RESISTORS"
28 V$=II II

30 N=10 @Fl=O @F2=0 @F3=0 @F4=0 @ X$=lIl" @ Y$="O" @ Z$="OOOOO"@Tl=1 @ T2=2
5 @Cl=O
35 S2=-1 @ M2=0
36 DISP "ENTERDATE" @ INPUT D3$
37 IF 03$<>1111THEN09$=D3$
40 ! Set up Voltmeter
45 DISP "VOLTAGETERMINALS"@DISP V$ @ INPUT V1$@ IF V1$<>"1THENV$=V1$
46 DISP "Enter TIMEand TEMPERATURE"@ INPUT T1$,H$
47 F$=CHR$(171)&CHR$(193)&CHR$(173)&CHR$(193)&CHR$(171)&CHR$(194)&CHR$(173)&CHR$
(194)
49 IF C1 THENCLEAR
50 IF C1 THENCLEAR
51 OISP "ENTERSWITCHPOSITION (+A,-A;+B,-B)" @ DISP "Choose any underlined swit
ch position II

52 DISP II "&F$ @ INPUT S$
55 S2=-1 @C1=0
56 CLEAR
60 IF S$="+A" THENFl=1 @ 11=1 @ 12=1 @ GOTO80
61 IF S$="-A" THENF2=1 @ 11=2 @ 12=1 @ GOTO80
62 IF S$="+B" THENF3=1 @ 11=1 @ 12=2 @ GOTO80
63 IF S$="-B" THENF4=1 @ 11=2 @ 12=2 @ GOTO80
70 DISP "ENTRYERROR"@ GOTO50
80 ! Set up voltmeter
81 ON KEY# 1,"ACTUAL" GOTO3000
82 ON KEY#2,"LOWEST"GOTO4000
83 ON KEY#5,"ACCEPT~GOTO87
84 IF C1 THENKEY LABEL
87 F=2*(2*(12-1)+11) @ F$[F-1,F]=S$[1,1]&CHR$(NUM(S$[2,2])+32)
88 OUTPUT722 ; IIPRESETNORMII
90 OUTPUT722 ;"NRDGS10 "
100 OUTPUT722 ;"NPLC 10"
110 OUTPUT722 ;"MATH STAT"
120 ! ENTER722 ; V(1),V(2),V(3),V(4),V(5),V(6),V(7),V(8),V(9),V(10)
121 FOR 1=1 TO 10 @ ENTER722 ; V(I)@ NEXTI
130 OUTPUT722 ;"RMATHSDEV"
140 ENTER722 ; Sl
150 OUTPUT722 ;"RMATHUPPER"
160 ENTER722 ; U
170 OUTPUT722 ;"RMATHLOWER"
180 ENTER722 ; L
190 M=O@FOR1=1 TO 10 @DISP V(I);S$ @M=M+V(I) @NEXTI
195 IF ABS(SI)<S2 OR S2=-1 THEN S2=SI @M2=M/N
200 DISP USING 201 ; ABS(SI*1000000),S2*1000000
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Digital Voltmeter Control Program

201 IMAGE"sd=" tDDDDDZ.Dt10XtDDDDDZ.D/
202 IMAG~"p-p="tDDDDDZ.D
205 DISP USING202 ; ABS(U/L-1)*1000000
210 A=I2 MOD2 @ B=(I2+1) MOD2 @ IF ABS(Sl*1000000»T1 THENKEYLABEL@ C1=1 @
GOTO80 ELSE C1=0
220 IF ABS«U/L-1)*1000000»T2 THEN80
230 GOSUB1000 @ GOSUB2000 @ GOTO50
240 DISP "ERROR";ERRL;ERRN@ PAUSE
245 IF ERRN=2THEN60
250 END

1000 M1=M/N
1010 A1(I1tI2)=M1
1020 RETURN

2000 ! Calculate Averages
2001 IF F1*F2*F3*F4=0 THENRETURN
2002 PRINT @ PRINT "INPUT ";A1(lt1) @ PRINT" ";A1(2t1)
2003 PRINT "OUTPUT";A1(lt2) @ PRINT" ";A1(2t2)
2015 PRINT @ PRINT "TERMINALS=";V$ @ PRINT T1$;" ";H$ @ PRINT
2017 PRINT D9$;" ";RO$
2020 PRINT USING 2025 ; (A1(lt1)-A1(2t1»/2
2025 IMAGE"REFERENCEVOLTAGE="tDDZ.DODDDO
2030 PRINT USING 2035 ; (A1(lt2)-A1(2t2»/2
2035 IMAGE"DIVIDER VOLTAGE="tDDZ.DDDDDD
2040 PRINT USING 2045 ; (A1(lt1)-A1(2t1»/(A1(lt2)-A1(2t2»
2045 IMAGE"MEASURED RATIO= "tDDZ.DDDDDD
2050 IMAGE/"DEVIATION OF THE ACTUALRATIO FROMTHE NOMINAL"tSDDDDZ.DD,X,"ppm
.1

2055 GOSUB 6000
2060 PRINT USING 2050 ; (ABS«A1(1,1)-A1(2t1»/(A1(1,2)-A1(2,2»)*N1-1)*1000000
2061 CLEAR@ DISP USING 2050 ; (ABS«A1(lt2)-A1(2,2»/(A1(1,1)-A1(2t1»)/N1-1)*1
000000
2070 PRINT @ DISP V$ @ DISP
2080 PAUSE@ GOTO 30
2090 RETURN

3000 PRINT "OVERRIDE"
3010 PRINT "SETTINGS: ";V$;" ";S$
3020 PRINT "STD DEV MAX-MIN(ppm)1I
3030 PRINT USING 112(DDDDDZ.DtX)" ; ABS(S1*1000000)tABS(U/L-l)*1000000
3040 GOTO230
3060 GOTO230
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Digital Voltmeter Control Program

4000 PRINT USING4010 ; S2*1000000,V$,S$
4010 IMAGE/"MIN STD DEV=I,SDDDDZ.DD,lppm"/"SETTING 1I,20A,X,2A
4020 A1(I1,I2}=M2
4030 GOSUB2000 @ GOTO50

5000 ABORTIO7 @ CLEAR 7 @ RESET 7
5010 DISP "TIMEOUT"
5050 GOTO50

6000 J1=1 @ K1=0 ! Calculate nominal ratio
6001 FOR J=l TO LEN(V$}
6002 IF V$[J,J](>"/" THEN6010
6003 Kl=Kl+1
6004 V2$=V$[J1,J-l] @ J1=J+l
6005 V2(Kl}=VAL(V2$} @ IF V2$[LEN(V2$},LEN(V2$}]=IK" THENV2(Kl}=V2(K1}*1000
6010 NEXTJ
6020 V2$=V$[Jl,LEN(V$}]
6030 K1=Kl+1
6040 V2(Kl)=VAL(V2$) @ IF V2$[LEN(V2$),LEN(V2$)]="K" THENV2(K1}=V2(Kl)*1000
6060 N1=(V2(2)-V2(3}}/(V2(1}-V2(3}}
6066 RETURN

9999 END
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To run QUMEprinter from HP Model 85

1. Use Serial Interface andspecial cable

2. Type .CONTROl10, 3 ;15.

3. Type .PRINTERIS 10,80.

Any PRINT statement will then be printed onthe QUMEprinter

4. To change back to the Model 85 printer, type .PRINTERIS 2.
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Appendix D

CALIBRATION OF THE DIGITAL VOLTMETER AGAINST A JOSEPHSON ARRAY
STANDARD

The data for the calibrationof the digital voltmeterwas obtainedfrom R. L. Steiner of the Electricity
Division, Electronics and Electrical Engineering Laboratory. The method used is described in the
literature.8

8
R. L. Steiner, R. J. Astalos,"Improvements for Automating Voltage Calibrations Using a 100V Josephson Array,"
IEEE Trans. Instrum. & Meas., Vol. IM-40, No.2, April 1991.
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Appendix D

DVM Ca1ibra~ion by Josephson Array

File 092080601 6 Aug 1992 10:48:49
pt # Voltage array DVM voltage St Dev

(Volts) (Volts) (~icroV)

DVM_HP 545190 HP34S8
DVM-Array LinearityDev

(pp~) (pp~)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

2
+0.00000000
+1.00003458

+2.00006917
+3.00040721

+4.00044179

+5.00077983

+6.00066269

+6.99978691
+7.99982149

+9.00000780

+9.99989066
+0.00000000
-1 .0001 8631

-2.00052435
-3.00040721

-4.00059352
-5.00062810
-6.00005579
-6.99993864
-8.00012495

-9.00000780

-1 0 .0001 94 1 2.

+0.00000000

+.000000286
+1.000035049

+2.000069782

+3.000408073

+4.000442718

+5.000780890

+6.000663940

+6.999788086

+7.999822705

+9.000009058
+9.999891651

+.000000369
-1.000186332

-2.000524693

-3.000407993
-4.000594787

-5.000629726
-6.000057932

-6.999941303
-8.000128337

. -9.000011502
-10.000199020

+.000000356

+.090
+.030
+ . 103
+.084
+.119
+0.000

+ . 138
+0.000
+.258
+.238
+ .138

+ .120
+ .135

+.091

+.097

+.119
+ . 1 38

+0.000
+.097
+.275
+0.000
+.138
+.113

-.005
+.013
+.028
+.053
+.059
+.072
+.091
+.094
+.087
+.092
+.065
+.003
-.036
-.068
-.112
-.160
- .196
-.249
-.300
-.373
-.403
-.524
+.002

-.005
+.006
+.015
+.033
+.033
+.040
+.052
+.038
+.035
+.033
+0.000
+.003
+.017
+.037
+.045
+.049
+.066
+.065
+.066
+.047
+.069
+0.000
+.002

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

+1.000000524DVM slope(+) = +1.000000065 DVM slope(-) =
Measure~entoffset ~ +.337 ~icroVolts
Nu~ber of pointsc 23 . Frequency =73.37499999
St. Dev. of Zero Pt.= 0.0000 pp~

6Hz
Elapsed Ti~e =00:14:05
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DVM Ca1ib~a~ion by Josephson A~~ay

File 092080602 6 Aug 1992 11:40:22
pt # Voltage array DVM voltage St Dev

(Volts) (Volts) (~icroV)

DVM_HP 545190 HP3458
DVM-Array LinearityDev

(pp~) (ppM)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

2
+0.00000000

+.50009316

+1.00003458
+ 1.50012774

+2.00022090

+2.50046578
+3.00055893

+3.50034864
+4.00044179

+4.50068667
+5.00062810
+5.50072126

+6.00005578
+6.49984548

+6.99993864
+7.50003179

+8.00012495

+8.49991465

+9.00015953
+9.50010096

+10.00004239

+0.00000000

-.50009316
-1.00018631
-1.50027947
-2.00037262

-2.50031405
-3.00040721
-3.50050036

-4.00044179

-4.50053495

-5.00062810
-5.50072126

-6.00005578

-6.50014893

-7.00024209

-7.49988006

-8.00012495

-8.49991465
-8.99985608

-9.49994923

-10.00019412

+0.00000000

-+.000000163

+.500093465

+ 1 .00003491 3

+1.500128299

+2.000221399

+2.500466352
+3.000559716

+3.500349438
+4.000442669

+4.500687658

+5.000628878
+5.500722259
+6.000057070

+6.499846480

+6.999939729

+7.500032860
+8.000126105

+8.499916301
+9.000160837

. +9.500101890
+10.000043882

+.000000149

-.500093091
-1.000186551
-1.500279906

-2.000373367
-2.500314819
-3.000408376
-3.500501841

-4.000443531

-4.500537044

-5.000630416
-5.500723617

-6.000058015
-6.500151748

-7.000244958

-7.499883204
-8.000128509
-8.499918517

-8.999860198
-9.499953579

-10.000199147
+.000000215

-+.058

+.068
+.038

+ .106

+0.000
+ .109

-+.049

+.069

-+.069
+.069
-+.119

+ .154
-+.138

+0.000
-+. 169

+. 169

-+ . 1 38

+.238
+ .195

+ . 1 95

-+.238

+.094
+.063
+.034
-+.049
+.119
+.091
+.109
+.119
+.097
+.097
+ . 1 38

-+.097

+. 169
-+.097

+ .138

+.097

+. 138

+ .138
+.308

-+.238
+0.000
-+.051

-.001
+.013
+.015
+.038
-+.033
+.040
-+.060
+.063
+.070
+.081
+.060
+.082
+.112
+.082
+.092
+.089
-+.098
+.148
+.113
+.075
+ . 1 32

-.003
-.011
-.042
-.061
-.092
-.094
-. 134

- . 1 65

-.191
-.227
-.249
-.253
-.241
-.299
-.304
-.332
-.374
-.404
-.430
-.452
-.521
+.004

-.001
-+.007
-+.002
+.018
-+.006
+.007
+.021
+.016
+.017
+.021
-.006
+.010
+.032
-.003
-.001
-.010
-.007
+.036
-.006
-.050
+0.000
-.003
-+.015
+.011
+.017
+.012
+.036
+.022
+.017
+.017
-+.007
+.012
+.033
+.071
+.040
+.060
+.059
+.043
+.038
+.039
+.042
+0.000
-+.004

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

DVM slope(-+)= +1.000000132 DVM slope(-)=
Measure~entoffset= +.176 ~icroVolt5
NUMber of points=43 Frequency~73.37499998
St. Dev. of Zero Pt.= 0.0000 pp~

+ 1 .00000052 1

6Hz
Elapsed TiMe =00:27:27
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R 10R ~ 100R 100R 100R~ R-20kC ~ R

V1
N

R 10R 10R

100R 100R 100R

8-DECADE
K-VDMDER

100R 100R 100R A
~

LA J< --B- J< --- c-~

Fig. 1 Circuit Diagram (except for guard circuit) of 10 kV Ratio Standard
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Fig. 2(a) Diagram Showing Transition to Kelvin-Varley Divider
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